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PERFORMANCE ARENA FOR ROBOTS WITH POSITION LOCATION SYSTEM

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] The present invention claims priority to US Application 16/856,230 filed on April 23,

2020 and US Application 16/856,256 filed on April 23, 2020, both of which claim priority to US

Provisional Application 62/837,797 filed April 24, 2019 and all of which are hereby incorporated

by reference in their entirety.

BACKGROUND

Technical Field of the Invention :

[0002] The present invention is related to performance arenas for robots and position location

systems based on patterns sensed by image sensors.

State of the Prior Art

[0003] Various robots, including automated vehicles and other self-propelled devices, are

designed for performing various functions or operations, often in a particular area of operation or

performance arena. Such functions may include, but are not limited to, manufacturing tasks,

service tasks, and competitions. In such performances, it is often desirable or even necessary for

such robots to be in, or move to, various positions in the performance arena, or even to have the

capability of tracking itself to determine and use their particular positions within such

performance arenas. Some such position location systems are known, but improvements in

speed, simplicity, computational economy, and versatility are still needed.

[0004] The foregoing examples of the related art and limitations related therewith are intended to

be illustrative and not exclusive. Other limitations of the related art and other examples of



related art will become apparent to those of skill in the art upon a reading of the specification and

a study of the drawings.

SUMMARY

[0005] The following embodiments and aspects thereof are described and illustrated in

conjunction with systems, structures, methods, and implementations which are meant to be

examples and illustrative, not limiting in scope. In various embodiments and implementations,

one or more problems have been reduced or eliminated, while other embodiments are directed to

other improvements and benefits.

[0006] In one embodiment, a performance arena system for vehicles that perform in a

performance space, the performance arena system comprising a coded strip that has a beginning

end and extends a predetermined length to a terminal end and has a predetermined number of

interval distances extending from a the beginning end to the terminal end, wherein the coded

strip is mountable at a starting position adjacent to the performance space and extendable for the

predetermined number of interval distances adjacent to the performance space.

[0007] In another embodiment the coded strip comprises a code center line and is mountable

adjacent to the performance space in a manner that defines a reference plane above a

performance surface, and wherein a sequence of code marks in the coded strip includes a non

repeating sequence of blocks at regularly spaced intervals along the code center line.

[0008] In another embodiment the non-repeating sequence of blocks includes dark blocks

interspersed with light blocks.

[0009] In another embodiment some of the dark and light blocks are positioned above the code

center line, and wherein some others of the dark and light blocks are positioned below the code

center line.



[0010] In another embodiment any interval that has a dark block above the code center line has a

light block below the code center line, and wherein any interval that has a light block above the

code center line has a dark block below the code center line such that transitions of light blocks

to dark blocks above the code center align with transitions of dark blocks to light blocks below

the code center line, and such that transitions of dark blocks to light blocks above the code center

line align with transitions of light blocks to dark blocks below the code center line, wherein

intersecting corners of dark blocks above the code center line with comers of dark blocks below

the code center line form feature points on the code center line.

[0011] In another embodiment a positioning device positioned in the performance space that

includes a digital camera for acquiring an image comprising one or more of the portions of the

sequence of marks, the digital camera having a lens system for focusing the image on an image

sensor, the lens system having an optical center.

[0012] In another embodiment a processor programmed to compare the image acquired by the

digital camera to the sequence of marks in a memory to identify the one or more portions of the

sequence of marks in the image and to generate signals that are indicative of the position and the

orientation of the positioning device in the performance space.

[0013] In another embodiment the positioning device is mountable on a vehicle in a manner that

positions the optical center in the reference plane.

[0014] In another embodiment the processor is programmed to identify the code center line by

the feature points formed by the intersecting comers of dark blocks above the code center line

with comers of dark blocks below the code center line form feature points on the code center

line.



[0015] In another embodiment the processor is programmed to identify the locations of the

feature points in the image as respective locations of such features points on the coded strip and

thereby the locations of such features on the perimeter of the arena with respect to the starting

position by identifying the corresponding locations of the respective feature points in the

sequence of marks and the specific locations around the arena in the memory.

[0016] In another embodiment the performance surface has a polygon shape and the

performance space is surrounded by walls that intersect at comers, and wherein the starting

position is one of the corners.

[0017] In another embodiment a performance arena system comprises (i) a coded strip which

extends around at least a portion of a perimeter of an arena space above a performance surface,

said coded strip comprising a sequence of code marks beginning at a starting position, wherein

portions of the sequence of marks at any specific position adjacent to the arena space in relation

to the starting position are unique to such specific position; (ii) a positioning device positioned in

the arena that includes a digital camera for acquiring an image comprising one or more of the

portions of the sequence of marks; and (iii) a processor programmed to generate signals that are

indicative of the position and the orientation of the positioning device in the arena based on the

portion or portions of the sequence of marks in the image.

[0018] In another embodiment a method of assembling a performance arena, comprising placing

a coded strip at least partially around or in the performance arena, wherein the coded strip has a

beginning end and a terminal end with the a code length between the beginning end and the

terminal end, and the placing of the coded strip at least partially around or in the performance

arena places the beginning end at a starting position in relation to the performance arena that has

a particular location in relation to the performance arena, and wherein the coded strip comprises



a plurality of feature points in the code length between the beginning end and the terminal end

with each feature point being at a predetermined distance from the beginning end so that each of

the feature points in the code length is at the respective predetermined distance from the starting

position.

[0019] In another embodiment the method includes assembling a plurality of walls around a

performance space to intersect each other at a plurality of corners, designating one of the comers

as the starting position, and mounting the coded strip on the walls with the beginning end of the

coded strip positioned at the comer that is designated as the starting position, whereby each of

the feature points in the coded strip is located at the respective predetermined distance from the

corner that is designated as the starting position.

[0020] In another embodiment the method includes assembling a plurality of walls on a

performance surface and mounting the coded strip on the walls such that a center line of a code

on the coded strip is at a constant height above the performance surface.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0021] The accompanying drawings, which are incorporated herein and form a part of the

specification, illustrate some, but not the only or exclusive, example embodiments and/or

features. It is intended that the embodiments and figures disclosed herein are to be considered

illustrative rather than limiting. In the drawings:

[0022] Figure 1 is an isometric view of an example robot performance arena with a

diagrammatic illustration of an example positioning device mounted on a robot;

[0023] Figure 2 is a diagrammatic side elevation view of the example positioning device in

Figure 1;



[0024] Figure 3 is an enlarged view of a portion of the example code strip in Figure 1;

[0025] Figure 4 is a diagrammatic plan view of the example robot performance arena in Figure 1

showing an example coordinate system and local coordinates with example positioning feature

diagrams;

[0026] Figure 5 is a logic diagram of an example process implemented by the positioning device

for establishing a location of an optical center in the positioning device in the performance arena

in Figure 1;

[0027] Figure 6 is a diagrammatic representation of an example image of a portion of the

example coded strip captured by the lens system in the positioning device in Figure 1;

[0028] Figure 7 is a diagrammatic representation of an example map of feature points in the

coded strip created by convolution of the example image in Figure 6 with a feature detection

kernel;

[0029] Figure 8 is diagrammatic representation of an example kernel for use in the convolution

that produces the example feature point map in Figure 7;

[0030] Figure 9 is a diagrammatic representation of the example image of Figure 6 overlaid with

a line fitted to the center line of the coded strip and including a diagrammatic representation of

the example zero-mean filter process used for detection of the code in the example image;

[0031] Figure 10 is an enlarged diagrammatic view of the fitted line and the perpendicular line in

pixel scale;

[0032] Figure 11 is a graph of an example signal as detected by a zero-mean filter process from

the example coded strip;



[0033] Figure 12 is a side view representation of the parameters in Figure 4 when the camera of

the positioning device is tilted downward with the coded strip still appearing at the top of the

field of view;

[0034] Figure 13 is a conceptual representation of camera tilt and twist showing parameters that

relate to compensation and accurate position retrieval;

[0035] Figure 14 is a diagram that illustrates lens distortion and a radial representation used to

correct such distortion; and

[0036] Figure 15 is a diagrammatic plan view of the example robot performance arena in Figure

1 with multiple robots equipped with positioning devices and an example stationary object in the

performance arena

DESCRIPTIONS OF EXAMPLE EMBODIMENTS

[0037] An example performance arena 10 for robots or other vehicles is shown in Figure 1 with

an example positioning device 12 mounted on a vehicle, e.g., the robot 14, in the performance

arena 10. A coded strip 16 extends at least partially around the perimeter of an performance

space 17 above a performance surface 18. The vehicle 14 can be an automated, self-propelled,

or other vehicle or device that can move or be moved in various paths on the performance

surface 18 to various positions within the performance arena 10. For purposes of this

description, the terms vehicle and robot are used interchangeably as a convenience to describe

the entire system or method, since the particular kind of vehicle 14 on which the positioning

device 12 may be mounted is not a limiting feature of the invention. For example, but not for

limitation, the example vehicle 14 illustrated diagrammatically in Figure 1 can be a competition

robot that may be tasked with performance of various mandated operations, maneuvers, or



achievement of various goals within the performance arena 10. The positioning device 12

mounted on the robot 14 provides signals to the robot 14 that are indicative of the position and

orientation of the positioning device at any particular time or changes in such positions and

orientations on a real-time basis. Such position signals can be used by the robot 14 in any

manner desired by a robot designer or operator to perform operations or achieve goals. The

robot 14 is illustrated to facilitate this explanation of the usefulness of the performance arena 10

and positioning device 12, but the robot 14 itself and any particular programming of the robot 14

to use the position signals provided by the positioning device 12 are not part of this invention.

Accordingly, the positioning device 12 is illustrated diagrammatically as being mounted on the

robot 14 with an electric data cable 20 for providing such position signals to the robot 14,

although such signals can also be transmitted wirelessly from the positioning device 12 to the

robot 14 in any other convenient manner or format known in the art, e.g., frequency modulated

electro-magnetic radiation, infra-red, sound, etc.

[0038] While the example robot performance arena 10 is illustrated as a square arena in Figure 1,

it can be other shapes, for example, a rectangle, polygon, circle, oval, or other shapes. Also, the

illustrated example components, such as the length and height of the sides or walls around the

performance arena 10, the area of the performance surface 18, the sizes of the robot 14 and

positioning device 12, etc., are not illustrated in any particular scale or relative sizes in relation to

each other due to paper limitations, but persons skilled in the art will understand the principles

after becoming familiar with the explanations of the components below. As an illustrative

example, the rectangular performance arena 10 may have walls 22, 24, 26, 28, each twelve feet

long and twelve inches high. The coded strip 16 is illustrated in Figure 1 as extending from its

beginning end 29 positioned at a predetermined starting position 30 (sometimes called starting



position 30 in this description) on the perimeter of the performance arena 10, for example, at a

particular corner 31 of the performance arena 10, and extending around the perimeter of the

performance arena 10 to a terminal end 33 of the coded strip 16 back at the starting position 30.

However, the coded strip 16 could extend only part of the way around the perimeter or along

several parts of the perimeter, or it could instead extend through the performance space or around

or partially around an object in the performance space, as long the coded strip 16 has a known

starting position in relation to the performance arena 10 and at least a portion of the coded strip

16 can be captured in an image by the positioning device 12. In other words, the coded strip 16

is positioned adjacent to the performance space in some manner or position that has a starting

position at a known location in relation to the performance space of the performance arena and in

which a positioning device 12 in the performance space can capture an image of at least a portion

of the coded strip 16 that has sufficient feature points to enable the positioning device 12 to

determine the location of the positioning device 12 in the performance space. The exact location

of every feature point 60 (Figures 3, 4, 6, and 7) in the coded strip 16 is known by design of the

code. In other words, the exact distance of each feature point 60 from the beginning end 29 of

the coded strip 16 is known from the design of the code, Therefore, by mounting or placing the

coded strip 16 on the walls 22, 24, 26, 28 with the beginning end 29 of the coded strip 16

precisely at the designated starting position 30, for example, at the designated comer 31 of the

example square performance arena 10 illustrated in Figure 1, the exact distance of every feature

point 60 in the coded strip 16 from the designated corner 31 of the performance arena 10 is

known. Accordingly, the precise location of every feature point 60 in the coded strip 16 in

relation to the designated comer 31 is known.



[0039] In this example, the coded strip 16 may be applied to the walls 22, 24, 26, 28 in any

convenient manner. For example, the code can be printed on any convenient substrate material

32, including, for example, printed with any known printing process and materials onto a

material 32, such as paper, plastic, wood, or other material and made for mounting on the walls

22, 24, 26, 28. In one example, the substrate material 32 can have a self-adhesive back surface

that can be used to adhere the substrate material 32 with the coded strip 16 onto the walls 22, 24,

26, 28. An example substrate material 32 may have the coded strip printed or otherwise applied

on a front (exposed) surface of the substrate material 32 extending to a top edge 34 of the

substrate material 32 so that mounting the substrate material 32 on the walls 22, 24, 26, 28 with

the top edge 34 of the substrate material 32 in alignment with the top edges 42, 44, 46, 48 of the

walls 22, 24, 26, 28, which are parallel to the performance surface 18, is a convenient way of

mounting the coded strip 16 parallel to the performance surface 18 at a consistent height above

the performance surface 18. Of course, the coded strip 16 can be silkscreened, laser etched,

printed, painted, or formed in any other manner. Accordingly, multiple robot performance

arenas 10 of uniform shape and dimensions can be conveniently and easily assembled, for

example, for competition robot performance arenas in different locations for standardized

competition rules and performance features and capabilities, as will be explained in more detail

below. For example, multiple coded strips 16 identical to each other can be produced very easily

and mounted in different performance arenas 10 that conform in size and shape to the specific

size and shape for which such coded strips 16 are designed. For example, robot competitions are

held in various cities around the world, and robots equipped with the positioning device 12 could

perform and compete without calibration in any of such competitions that use performance

arenas that are sized and fitted with replications of the same coded strips 16. As another



example, an umbrella sponsor or organizer of robotic competitions, e.g., Robotics Education and

Competition Foundation, may prescribe a particular performance arena 10 shape and size for

robotic competitions to be performed under its auspices, and such sponsor or organizer can print

or otherwise produce multiple copies of the coded strip 16 in the precise dimensions that fit the

prescribed performance arena 10 shape and size. A local organizer of a local robotics

competition, e.g., a grade school, high school, college, or club, that wants to hold a local robotics

competition that conforms to the rules, challenges, and other requirements of the umbrella

sponsor or organizer can simply build a local robot performance arena 10 of the shape and size

prescribed by the umbrella sponsor or organizer, and the umbrella sponsor or organizer can

provide the coded strip 16 to the local organizer for mounting as prescribed on the local

organizer’s performance arena 10. The coded strip 16 can be provided in one piece, or it can be

provided in several pieces, e.g., one piece for mounting on each of the four walls 22, 24, 26, 28

of the example square performance arena 10 in Figure 1, but, regardless of the number of pieces,

the coded sequence extends from the starting position 30 at least some distance adjacent to the

performance space 17, which can be, but does not have to be, at least partially around the

perimeter of the performance arena 10. In the example performance arena 10 illustrated in

Figure 1 the coded sequence extends from the starting position 30 all the way around the

perimeter of the performance space 17 and back to that starting position 30. Accordingly, a large

number, e.g., hundreds, of precisely located feature points 60 can be positioned and mounted

easily by a user with only minimal instructions and without having to measure for the placement

of each feature point around the performance space 17. In the example square performance

arena 10 described above, the local organizer need only mount the coded strip 16 around the

performance arena 10 with its starting edge 30 placed in the corner 31 of the performance arena



10, whereupon the precise location of every feature point 60 in the coded strip 16 on the local

performance arena 10 will be known precisely in relation to the corner 31 without need for

further measuring or aligning, the same as every other local, regional, or worldwide performance

arena 10 that is constructed and equipped in this same manner. Accordingly, robots equipped

with the positioning device 12 as described above and that are programmed to perform in such a

local performance arena 10 can also perform in all other such performance arenas 10 that are

built and equipped in the same way without re-programming its positioning features. In another

embodiment, the coded strip 16 can also be formed of segments of unique codes individually

positioned such as to align such segments with various predetermined alignment features on

walls or other surfaces to which they are affixed. This arrangement can simplify the manufacture

or installation of the coded strips 16 on multiple performance arena 16 replicas and still provide

the precise alignment of the code strip 16 in each such performance arena 16 for use by the

positioning device 12 as described herein.

[0040] Referring now to the example coded strip 16 in Figure 1 in combination with an enlarged

view of a portion of the example coded strip 16 in Figure 3, the example coded strip 16

comprises a predetermined sequence of code marks 50 beginning at the starting position 30 and

extending along a code center line 52 around the perimeter of the performance arena 10 to end

back at the starting position 30. Certain portions of the sequence of marks 50 at any specific

position around the performance arena 16 are unique to such specific position. The sequence of

code marks 50 includes a non-repeating sequence of dark blocks 54, 56 and light blocks 55, 57 at

intervals 58 along the code center line 52 such that the intervals 58 and blocks 54, 55, 56, 57

extend from the starting position 30 around the perimeter of the performance arena 10 and back

to the starting position 30. In the example coded strip 16, the intervals 58 are regularly spaced,



i.e, of equal interval width, although they could be different widths in some implementations.

Some of the blocks, e.g., dark blocks 54 and light blocks 55, are above the code center line 52,

and some of the blocks, e.g., dark blocks 56 and light blocks 57, are below the code center line

52. The dark blocks 54, 56 in the example coded strip 16 illustrated in Figures 1 and 3 are

depicted as black blocks, and the light blocks 55, 57 in the example coded strip 16 are depicted

as white blocks. Such black blocks 54, 56 and white blocks 55, 57 are convenient to produce by

simply printing the black blocks 54, 56 on a white substrate material 32, whereby the white

blocks 55, 57 appear in the intervals 58 between the black blocks 54, 56. However, the dark

blocks 54, 56 and light blocks 55, 57 could be produced with contrasting colors, patterns, or

other implementations. Accordingly, for purposes of this description, the terms dark blocks and

light blocks include contrasting colors, patterns, and other implementations, regardless of

intensity, as long as they are distinguishable from each other. For example, red blocks and blue

blocks could be of equal intensity, yet distinguishable by suitable filtering or other processes.

Also, for example, black blocks and white blocks are considered to be dark blocks and light

blocks, respectively. As also illustrated in the example coded strip 16, some of the dark blocks

54, 56 are positioned in adjacent intervals 58, which effectively extend such adjacent dark blocks

54, 56 through two adjacent intervals and provide an appearance of a double-length dark block.

Likewise, some of the light blocks 55, 57 are positioned in adjacent intervals 58, which

effectively extend such adjacent light blocks 55, 57 through two adjacent intervals and provide

an appearance of a double-length light block. Such dark blocks 54, 56 and light blocks 55, 57

are detectable.

[0041] In the example coded strip 16 illustrated in Figures 1 and 3, any interval 58 that has a

dark block 54 above the code center line 52 has a light block 57 below the code center line 52,



and wherein any interval 58 that has a light block 55 above the code center line 52 has a dark

block 56 below the code center line 52, such that transitions of light blocks 55 to dark blocks 54

above the code center 52 align with transitions of dark blocks 56 to light blocks 57 below the

code center line 52, and such that transitions of dark blocks 54 to light blocks 55 above the code

center line 52 align with transitions of light blocks 57 to dark blocks 56 below the code center

line 52. Accordingly, intersecting corners of dark blocks 54 above the code center line 52 with

corners of dark blocks 56 below the code center line 52 form feature points 60 on the code center

line 52 that are detectable.

[0042] The example coded strip 16 illustrated in Figures 1 and 3 and described above can be

built of a pseudo random, maximal length sequence of dark blocks 54, 56 and light blocks 55, 57

of a length that extends from the starting position 30 around the perimeter of the performance

arena 10 and back to the starting position 30 as explained above. Persons skilled in the art

understand that maximal length sequences are the largest code sequences that can be constructed

which do not repeat over the smallest sliding window, and persons skilled in the art know how to

generate such maximal length code sequences, e.g., Galois linear feedback shift registers or

Fibonacci linear feedback shift registers. MathWorks (trademark) MATLAB can be used to

generate such code sequences with many desired possible maximal lengths. For example, the

coded strip 16 can be built of a Manchester-encoded, pseudo random, maximal length sequence

of black (dark) blocks 54, 56 and white (light) blocks of the length that extends from the starting

position 30 around the perimeter of the performance arena 10 and back to the starting position

30. Persons skilled in the art understand that Manchester encoding encodes every bit of an

unencoded bit sequence as two bits of the Manchester-encoded version of that unencoded

sequence. A Manchester-encoded maximal length sequence of 255 is a convenient example. If



the unencoded sequence comprises 255 bits, the Manchester-encoded version of that unencoded

sequence will comprise 510 bits - exactly twice the number of bits as the unencoded bit

sequence. Specifically, Manchester encoding replaces each high bit of the unencoded sequence

with a high bit followed by a low bit in the Manchester-encoded version of the bit sequence.

Manchester encoding replaces each low bit of the unencoded bit sequence with a low bit

followed by a high bit in the Manchester-encoded version of the bit sequence. In the example

coded strip 16, a bit sequence formed from an 8 bit linear feedback shift register (LFSR) as a

maximal length, pseudo random bit sequence of length 255 is Manchester-encoded to result in a

Manchester-encoded bit sequence of length 510 bits, a window 59 (Figure 3) with a width of

fifteen (15) consecutive intervals 58 can be slid along every possible position over the entire

length of the coded strip 16, including spanning across the starting position 30, and never contain

a 15-interval code sequence that repeats anywhere around the performance arena 10

[0043] It may be noted, however, that the sequences do not have to be maximal length

sequences. The requirement is that the sequence is non-repeating over a minimal sliding

window. If a maximal length sequence is not used, then a sliding window containing more

intervals 58 will have to be used to ensure that the sliding window does not see any repeating

pattern across the window anywhere around the performance arenal6. In other words, use of a

non-maximal length sequence means that the image sensor 64 would have to observe more

contiguous, unobstructed bits in order for the imaging device 12 to be able to unambiguously

determine position. Thus, in contrast to use of maximal length sequence as described above, use

of a non-maximal length sequence would require that the image sensor 64 would have to image

more than a 15-interval code sequence.



[0044] The example maximal length sequence coded strip 16 is further encoded such that each

interval 58 comprises a black block 54 above the code center line 52 and a white block 57 below

the code center line 52 to indicate a high bit of the Manchester-encoded sequence of the coded

strip 16, or a which block 55 above the center line 52 and black block 56 below the center line 52

to indicate a low bit of the Manchester-encoded sequence of the coded strip 16. Such an

arrangement allows for decoding the coded strip 16 or portions of the coded strip 16 with a zero-

mean filter as will be described in more detail below. With the predetermined, non-repeating

code of the coded strip 16 mounted around the perimeter of the performance arena 10 as shown

in Figure 1 and described above, the precise location in three dimensions of each feature point 60

in the coded strip 16 is known by design, and there are hundreds of such feature points 60 in such

precisely known locations around the perimeter of the performance arena 10. As mentioned

above, the feature points 60 can be detected.

[0045] Referring now primarily to Figures 1 and 2, the example positioning device 12

comprises a digital camera with a lens system 62 for focusing an image of at least a portion of

the coded strip 16 onto an image sensor 64. The lens system 62 can be any of myriad

conventional digital camera lens systems for providing appropriate focusing and scaling of the

image onto the image sensor 64 as are well-known to persons skilled in the art of digital cameras,

including, for example, a single lens or a combination of lenses. The camera lens system 62 has

an effective optical center 66 for projecting and focusing of the image onto to the image sensor

64. The effective optical center 66 is the point about the lens system 62 where a virtual pinhole

would be placed to best approximate the imaging function of the lens system 62 upon the image

sensor 64. In other words, the optical center 66 is the point through which pass all rays

extending between imaged objects and their corresponding image as projected onto the image



sensor 64 by the lens system 62, as is also understood by persons skilled in the art of digital

cameras, and the optical axis 68 of the lens system 62 extends through the optical center 66 and

perpendicular to the plane of the image sensor 64. The focal length F is the distance from the

optical center 66 to the image sensor 64. The angle of view 70 is set by the focal length F of the

lens system 62 and the dimensions of image sensor 64. The number of intervals 58 of the coded

strip 16 that are imaged on the image sensor 64 for a particular field (angle) of view 70 varies as

a function of the distance of the optical center 66 to that portion of the coded strip 16 that is

being imaged onto the image sensor 64. A wider field (angle) of view 70 would be desirable for

imaging a sufficient number of code marks 50 to enable the positioning device 12 to establish the

precise position of the optical center 66 in the performance arena 16 even when the robot 14 and

positioning device 12 are close to the coded strip 16. However, for precise identification of the

code blocks 54, 55, 56, 57 and feature points 60 in the decoding process, it is also desirable for

the image of the coded strip 16 captured by the image sensor 64 to have as many pixels per code

block 54, 55, 56, 57 as possible, even when the robot 14 and positioning device 12 are positioned

a longer distance from the coded strip 16. Accordingly, the design of the focal length F and size

of the image sensor 64 for a desirable field of view 70 may involve an engineering trade-off

between providing a wide enough field of view 70 for the robot 14 and positioning device 12 to

move to positions fairly close to the coded strip 16 and still capture the minimum number of

code marks 50 and features 60 for the positioning device to establish the position of the optical

center 66 in the performance arena 10 at such close distances, yet also a narrow enough field of

view 70 for the image sensor 64 to capture enough pixels per code block 54, 55, 56, 57 when the

robot 14 and positioning device 12 move to positions in the performance arena 10 far away from



the coded strip 16 to enable the positioning device 12 to establish such far away positions of the

optical center 66 in the performance arena 10.

[0046] The example positioning device 12 includes a digital processor 74, e.g., CPU, for

establishing the positions of the optical center 66 of the positioning device 12 based on images of

portions of the encoded strip 16, as will be described in more detail below, and outputs signals

that are indicative of such positions. In general, use of the terms “position” and “location” in

reference to the optical center 66 includes spatial location as well as angular orientation of the

optical center 66 unless the context indicates otherwise. With the positioning device 12 mounted

on a robot 14 as illustrated diagrammatically for example in Figure 1, establishment of any

particular location of the optical center 66 in the performance arena 10 can be correlated to

particular locations of the robot 14 or components of the robot 14 in the performance arena 10 by

simply knowing the relevant dimensions of the robot 14 and the position at which the optical

center 66 is mounted on the robot 14. The output signals produced by the CPU 74, which are

indicative of the locations of the optical center 66, are provided by the CPU 74 to the robot 14

through the electric data cable 20 or by other means, and such signals can be utilized in any

manner designed into, or determined by, the robot 14 for use in performing operations,

maneuvers, or tasks.

[0047] The coded strip 16 is preferably mounted with the code center line 52 at a uniform height

h above the performance surface 18 all the way around the performance arena 10 as illustrated

diagrammatically in Figure 1 . As mentioned above, alignment of the top edge 34 of the substrate

material 32, thereby the top of the coded strip 16, with the top edges 42, 44, 46, 48 of the walls

22, 24, 26, 28 can facilitate such mounting of the coded strip 16 with the code center line 52 at

such uniform height h above the performance surface 18. As such, the code center line 52



around the performance arena 10 defines a plane (indicated diagrammatically by the phantom

lines 76) at the height h above the entire performance surface 18 of the performance arena 10.

The positioning device 12 is positioned in the performance arena 10 with the optical center 66

and optical axis 68 preferably, but not necessarily, located in the plane 76, i.e., at the height h

above the performance surface. Accordingly, a robot 14 builder that wants to utilize the example

positioning device 12 with such robot 14 may mount the positioning device 12 on the robot 14 at

a position on the robot 14 that places the optical center 66 at the height h above the performance

surface 18 as illustrated in Figure 1 . In such position, the optical axis 68 of the camera in the

positioning device 12 falls in the plane 76, and, as such, the feature points 60 will always lie in a

straight line in the captured image 104.

[0048] Referring now primarily to Figure 4, a coordinate system, for example, the Cartesian

coordinate system 78, is associated with the performance arena 10. The origin 80 (0,0) of the

coordinate system 78 is located at the center of the performance arena 10 with the positive x-axis

82 to the right and the positive y-axis 84 ahead (i.e., the positive x-axis 82 is to the right in the

plane of the paper and the positive y-axis 84 is up in the plane of the paper). The optical center

66 of the positioning device 12 is located somewhere (x,y) in the performance arena 10, which is

bounded by the coded strip 16 as explained above. The location of the optical center 66 also has

a vertical (z) value, but the optical center 66 is always in the plane 76 at a height h above the

performance surface 18, as explained above, so the vertical value (z) never changes and can be

ignored. Also, there are always three angles involved with the position of the optical center 66,

i.e, compass angle or yaw (φ), pitch up or down (Θ), and roll (ψ) . Accordingly, a complete

description of the location of the optical center 66 would involve three spatial dimensions and

three angular orientations (χ ,ζ,φ,θ,ψ) . However, for simplicity and to avoid unnecessary



repetition, the particular location values (χ, ,ζ,φ,θ,ψ) will only be included as needed for

particular calculations or steps. In this example, ignoring the vertical (z) value as explained

above, the actual (χ, ,φ,θ,ψ) location of the optical center 66 (represented in Figure 4 as Po) in

the performance arena 10 is established by the positioning device 12 with a process that begins

by capturing an image with the image sensor 62 (Figure 2) of a portion of the coded strip 16 that

includes more than some minimum number of feature points 60, as will be described in more

detail below (and as alluded to above in the description of the sliding window 59 in Figure 3),

and then makes an initial prediction or guess for the (x,y) location of the optical center 66 and an

initial angular orientation (φ,θ,ψ) of the optical axis 68, from which an initial prediction or guess

for values s' on a virtual screen 92, where the prediction or guess assumes the respective rays 86,

88, 90 from the respective feature points 60 (e.g., Pi, P 2, and P 3 in Figure 4) will pass through

the virtual screen 92. The actual s values at the respective points 85, 87, 89 on the virtual screen

92 where respective rays 86, 88, 90 from the respective feature points 60 (e.g., Pi, P2, and P 3 in

Figure 4) pass through the virtual screen 92 are then measured. Those actual s values correspond

to pixels in the image captured by the image sensor 62. After computing an error metric E that is

indicative of the differences between the predicted s' values and the measured s values, a new

prediction is made for the location (x,y) of the optical center 66 and the angular orientation

(φ,θ,ψ) of the optical axis 68 based on the gradient of the error metric E . In other words, a new

assumption is made for the (χ, ,φ,θ,ψ) coordinates of the optical center 66 and optical axis 68,

and the process is repeated in an iterative manner until the error metric E descends to a

predetermined satisfactory or acceptable value. The last location and angular coordinates

(χ, ,φ,θ,ψ) that result in the satisfactory or acceptable error metric E value is then output by the

positioning device 12 as an accurate and precise representation of the actual location and angular



orientation of the positioning device 12 in the performance arena 10 at that time. Of course, this

process can be repeated by the positioning device 12 rapidly over and over again to output such

position and angular coordinates (χ ,φ,θ,ψ) in essentially real time as the positioning device 12

is moved around in the performance arena 10, e.g., by a robot 14 on which the positioning device

12 may be mounted.

[0049] Referring now primarily to Figure 5 with secondary reference to various other figures to

supplement this description, the example process to establish the location and orientation

(χ ,φ,θ,ψ) of the optical center 66 of the positioning device 12 starts at 100. In the next step

102, the positioning device 12 captures an image of the portion of the coded strip 16 where the

optical axis 68 (Figures 1-3), and thus also the image sensor 64, are pointed. An example of

such a portion of the coded strip 16 is illustrated in Figure 3, and, in the example image capture

illustrated in Figure 4, feature points 60 (e.g., Pi, P 2, and P3) form rays 86, 88, 90 to the optical

center 66 passing through the virtual screen 92 at respective points 85, 87, 89, which correspond

to pixel light detections by the image sensor 64. The intersections of the rays 86, 88, 90 with the

virtual screen 92 describe the expected pixel location of the feature points 60 (e.g., Pi, P2, and

Pi) in the recorded image. Transforms that describe such mapping of rays to pixel locations are

known to persons skilled in the art, one example of which will be described in more detail below.

[0050] As explained above, with the predetermined, non-repeating code of the coded strip 16

mounted around the perimeter of the performance arena 10 as shown in Figure 1 and as

described above, the precise location in three dimensions of each feature point 60 in the coded

strip 16 is known by design and is known in the memory associated with the CPU 74, and there

are hundreds of such feature points 60 in such precisely known locations around the perimeter of

the performance arena 10. One example coded strip 16 used in this description for the example



12 ft. x 12 ft. performance arena 10 described above has five hundred ten (510) intervals 58 of

equal length starting, for example, at the comer 30 (Figure 1). In this example, there are four 12-

foot walls 22, 24, 26, 28, thus a total coded strip 16 length of forty-eight (48) feet, which is five

hundred seventy-six (576) inches. Accordingly, with that total length comprising five hundred

ten (510) intervals 58, each interval 58 is 576/510 = 1.129 inches. As also mentioned above, the

predetermined sequence of blocks 54, 56 in the example coded strip 16 is Manchester encoded to

produce a series of equally spaced code bits that correspond to the equally spaced intervals 58.

The example coded strip 16 illustrated in Figures 1 and 3 encodes each of the bits as either a

white over black interval or a back over white interval. As also explained above, transitions of

white blocks 55 to black blocks 54 above the code center 52 align with transitions of black

blocks 56 to white blocks 57 below the code center line 52, and such that transitions of black

blocks 54 to white blocks 55 above the code center line 52 align with transitions of white blocks

57 to black blocks 56 below the code center line 52. Accordingly, intersecting corners of black

blocks 54 above the code center line 52 with corners of black blocks 56 below the code center

line 52 form feature points 60 on the code center line 52 that are detectable. Since some of the

black blocks 54 are adjacent to each other and some of the white blocks 56 are adjacent to each

other, there are fewer transitions of white blocks 55 to black blocks 54 and vice versa above and

below the code center line 52 than there are intervals 58. Accordingly, there are fewer

identifiable feature points 60 than the five hundred ten (510) intervals 58, but there are still

hundreds of such identifiable feature points 60 in the coded strip 16 at precisely placed and

precisely known locations (x,y) around the performance arena 10.

[0051] In the image capture step 102 in Figure 5, the image 104 captured by the positioning

device 12 comprises a portion 106 of the coded strip 16 as illustrated, for example, in Figure 6 .



Then, in the feature detect step 108, the feature points 60 in the portion 106 of the coded strip 16

are detected by the CPU 74 as illustrated diagrammatically in Figure 7 . A monochrome image

sensor 64 can be used in the positioning device 12 to reduce computation without degrading

performance. In the example feature detect step 108, a convolution across the image 104 by a

feature kernel 110 illustrated in Figure 8 results in a feature map 112 with a number of feature

point 60 responses in a substantially linear pattern as illustrated in Figure 7 . In the best fit line

regression step 114, a line 116 is found to best represent the positions of the feature point 60

responses as illustrated in Figure 9 . The best fit line 116 corresponds with the code center line

52 of the coded strip 16 shown in Figures 1 and 2 . The best fit line 116 is used in the signal

extract step 118 to guide a zero-mean filtering process described below for decoding the portion

106 of the coded strip 16 that is captured in the image 104. To improve reliability and to reduce

computational load, the coded strip 16 is mounted such that the code center line 52 is co-planar

all the way around the performance arena 10 as explained above and illustrated in Figure 1 .

Furthermore, the positioning device 12 is mounted on a robot 14 so that the optical center 66

remains in the plane 76 at the height h above the performance surface 18 as also described above

and illustrated in Figure 1 . Thus, regardless of any position (x,y) and orientation (φ,θ,ψ), the code

center line 52 will transform into best-fit lines 116 (Figure 9), even across comers 30 where the

end of one coded strip 16 section on one wall of the performance arena 10 meets the beginning

of another coded strip section 16.

[0052] The zero-mean filtering process of the signal extract step 118 in Figure 5 is illustrated in

Figures 9 and 10. Pixels along a line 120 that is perpendicular to the best fit line 116 are

processed to generate a detected signal 123, an example of which is illustrated in Figure 11 . In

this example zero-mean filtering process illustrated in Figure 10, pixel intensity values along the



upper portion 124 of the perpendicular line 120 that are above the best fit line 116 are added to a

sum, and pixel intensity values along a the lower portion 126 of the perpendicular line 120 that

are below the best fit line 116 are subtracted from a sum. In other words, for a given position of

the perpendicular line 120 as illustrated in Figure 9, the amplitude of each pixel detected by the

image sensor 64 on the upper portion 124 of the perpendicular line 120 above the best fit line

116 are multiplied by +1, and the amplitude of each pixel detected by the image sensor 64 on the

lower portion 126 of the perpendicular line 120 below the best fit line 116 are multiplied by - 1

and added to a sum. This sum is computed many times, once for each position of the

perpendicular line 12, which is to say once for each perpendicular column of pixels in the portion

106 of the image 104 that crosses the best fit line 116. Accordingly, the filter gives a response of

zero for any uniform area, i.e., it rejects the mean of the area. It is only sensitive to areas where

the average brightness above the best fit line 116 is different than the average brightness below

the best fit line 116. The number of perpendicular lines 120, i.e., vertical columns of pixels, per

interval 58 (Figure 3), i.e., per block 54, 55, 56, 57, varies dramatically depending on how far the

lens system 62 of the positioning device 12 is positioned from the coded strip 16 (Figure 1). If

the lens system 62 is very close to the coded strip 16, there may be many (e.g., dozens) of

perpendicular lines 120 (Figure 9) in an interval 58 that are summed between them. On the other

hand, if the lens system 62 far from the coded strip 16, e.g., near one wall of the performance

arena 10 and looking at the opposite wall, there could be few, perhaps even less than two,

vertical lines 120 that can be summed in an interval 58.

[0053] As a result of these zero-mean filtering operations, the detected signal 123 is generated,

as illustrated for example in Figure 11 . The Manchester code present in the detected signal 123

is decoded in the decoding and pattern search step 128 in Figure 5 using any of a variety of



decoding techniques know to persons skilled in the art to reveal the encoded bit stream 130 of

the pseudo random sequence of the portion 106 of the coded strip 16 in the captured image 104.

A black block 54 over a white block 57 is encoded as a 1, and a white block 55 over a black

block 56 is encoded as a 0 in this example. There is a minimum number of contiguous,

unobstructed intervals 58 that must be captured in the image 104 in order for the CPU 74 of the

imaging device 12 to determine which part of the code it sees, depending on the number of

encoded bits in the smallest cluster or sequence of bits in the encoded bit stream that do not

repeat anywhere in the coded strip 16, i.e., that is unique in the encoded bit stream. In this

example coded strip 16 created as a maximal length pseudo random sequence of length 255

using an 8-bit linear feedback shift register and subsequently Manchester-encoded to obtain a bit

sequence length of 510 bits as described above, the captured image 104 must include at least

fifteen (15) contiguous, unobstructed intervals, e.g., 16.9 inches, in order to be able to determine

which part of the code it sees, because sequences of fifteen (15) or more bits do not repeat

anywhere in the bit stream. Accordingly, a subsection of the code can reveal the exact portion of

the code that is captured in the image 104. Again, the memory associated with the CPU 74

contains the bit sequence for the entire coded strip 16. When the exact portion of the code is

identified in the decoding and pattern search step 128, then such exact portion of the code is

associated to the known coordinates (x,y) corresponding to the feature points 60 in that portion

of the code as indicated at the association to known coordinates step 132 in Figure 5 . Relatively

little computation time is expended to find the code strip image 106 in the captured image 104,

and upon creating the detected signal 123, the position calculation reduces to a one-dimensional

problem of relatively low complexity rather than one that involves computations in two-

dimensional image space.



[0054] Once the known coordinates (x,y) corresponding to the feature points 60 are determined

in step 132, those coordinates (x,y) are transformed to line coordinates s' in step 134 in Figure 5

by a transformation process, which is sometimes called a perspective transformation and is well-

known to persons skilled in the art of computer graphics. In one example of such transformation,

the positioning device 12 in Figure 1 has imaged the portion of the coded strip 16 that includes

the feature points 60 (e.g., Pi, P2, and P
3)

best seen in Figure 4 and has identified P i from the

information about the coded strip 16 stored in the memory associated with the CPU 74 as

explained above. Therefore, based on that information in the memory about that feature point

60, the actual (x,y) location of P i is known. However, CPU 74 computes the point 85 at which

the ray 86 from P ipasses through the virtual screen 92 based on a guess or estimated location

χ,ν,φ,θ, ) for the optical center 66, which is also designated P oin Figure 4 . With such known

location (x,y) of P iand such guessed or estimated location (χ,ν,φ,θ, ) of Po, the forward distance

94 can be found by: Forward Depth = (Pi -Po) ·f where · means dot product and/is the

forward vector, which aligns with the optical axis 68. Further, the perpendicular distance 96 can

be found by: Perpendicular Distance = (Pi -Po) · r, where · means dot product and r is vector

185, which is perpendicular to the forward vector f . The distance s' for the predicted point 85 at

which the ray 86 from P ipasses through the virtual screen 92 based on the actual P i location and

on that guess or estimation of the P olocation can be found by: s' = d * (Perpendicular

Distance)/ (Forward Depth), where d is the specific distance between the optical center 66 and the

virtual screen 92 where the intersections 85, 87, 89 of the rays 84, 86, 88 are scaled to be units of

the image sensor 64 pixels with the proper predetermined selection of the virtual screen distance

d . The virtual screen distance d is a parameter specific to a given design, is calculated once at

the factory, and is subsequently assumed to be identical for every unit manufactured with that



design. In the example just described based on the example position and orientation of the

positioning device 12 illustrated in Figure 4, the Perpendicular Distance would be a negative (-)

number, and a point that lies along the direction of the forward vector 68 would have a

perpendicular distance of zero (0). Similar calculations can be made for the other feature points

60 identified in the portion of the coded strip 16 that is imaged, e.g., P 2 and P 3 in Figure 4 . As

mentioned briefly above, the actual distances s for the intersection points 85, 87, 89 are

measured, and an error metric E that is indicative of the differences between the predicted s'

values and the measured s values is computed at step 136 in Figure 5, and the process is

repeated, each time with a new proposed position, until the error metric E becomes small enough

at step 138 in Figure 5 that the estimated location and angular orientation (χ, ,φ,θ,ψ) of the

optical center 66 that results in such predicted s' values are considered to be a sufficiently precise

establishment of the actual location of the optical center 66 in the performance arena 10, i.e.,

considered to be stable. As mentioned above, the initial guess for the location of the optical

center 66 in the performance arena 10 can be arbitrary or it can be based on some estimation.

One example estimation for an initial location can be made by the CPU 74 selecting the feature

point 60 in the image 104 that has the most negative s, the feature point 60 in the image 104 that

has the most positive s, and a feature point 60 in the image 104 nearest the middle, i.e., the

smallest absolute value of s . With those measured s values, the CPU can calculate an initial

estimate for a location (x,y,) for the optical center 66 using an analytic expression, and it can

calculate an initial orientation (φ,θ,ψ) estimate using the s distance nearest to the middle. Both

the aforementioned position estimation and the aforementioned angle estimation computations

are based on analytical solutions that can be obtained by persons skilled in the art.



[0055] At the same time, the code signal 123 extracted at step 118 in Figure 5 is corrected for

any pitch, tilt, or lens distortion at step 140. Further, a zero crossing feature detect step 142

determines zero crossings of the detected signal 123. The zero crossings of the detected signal

123 correspond to feature points 60 of the coded strip 16, for which precise locations in three

dimensions (x,y,z) are known and defined in advance by the design and construction of the

coded strip 16 and its mounting on the performance arena 10 as explained above. Figure 12

illustrates an example of the parameters in Figure 4 when the camera in the positioning device 12

is tilted downward with the coded strip 16 still appearing at the top of the field of view and a roll

angle (φ) of zero degrees for simplicity of explanation. Figure 13 is a conceptual representation

of camera pitch and roll showing parameters that relate to compensation and accurate position

retrieval. Figure 14 illustrates lens distortion and a radial representation used to correct such

distortion. The example process for establishing precise locations of the optical center 66 of the

lens system 62 of the positioning device 12 in the performance arena 10 relies as described above

on the precise measurement of these feature points 60 in the captured image. In this example

process, a sub-pixel measurement of the mapping of the feature points 60 is used to improve

accuracy. As such, when a change in sign is detected between adjacent elements y - 1 and y i of

detected signal 123, a sub-pixel estimation is made using linear interpolation as

s — Vi-i —1 + i
(1)Vi-i - Vi

where s is a floating point interpolation of the integer index I of the detection array 122

describing a sub-pixel estimate of the zero crossing.



[0056] A momentary or continuous pitch of the camera in the positioning device 12 up or down

causes a change in the apparent visual screen distance d (see Figure 4), as d', resulting in a

scaling of the distance parameter s that is corrected by a factor k using

2

[0057] In addition to being oriented with a non-zero pitch, the camera may be oriented to, or

experience, non-zero roll. Such a roll has the effect of rotating the best fit line 116 in the

associated image 104 (Figure 6). Such a roll also has the effect of moving the apparent location

of the point associated with the parameter s = 0 along the best fit line 116. The tilt offset p of

Figure 13 is found as

[0058] With these two corrections, the zero crossings of the detected signal 123 are mapped to

the parameter s as

where x is the floating point zero crossing pixel coordinate defined as per the coordinate system

of Figure 14.

[0059] A further improvement in accuracy can be included by using lens correction

approximated by

where



6
r

=
x

d + Vd

as defined in Figure 14. Accordingly, the zero crossings of the feature points 60 are detected at

step 142 (zero crossing feature detect) in Figure 5 as

[0060] Then, a mapping of the parameter s' is computed in the step transform to line coordinates

134 in Figure 5 as

In these equations, / = (sin (</>), cos (</>)) and r = c o s <>) -cos((/>)).

[0061] Because the precise locations of the code feature points 60 are known as explained above,

and because those feature points 60 have a one-to-one correspondence with the zero crossings of

the detected signal 123, and because the ideal mapping of those feature points 60 into the virtual

screen 92 coordinates is known, then the error E in the step compute error 136 in Figure 5

proceeds as

( 9 )

[0062] The computed error E in step 136 in Figure 5 is monitored in step 138 (stable) to

determine if the error E has stopped decreasing, which indicates that the best position has been

found. If the error E is determined at step 138 to be not yet optimally reduced, then the process

loops to the step propose new position 144 in Figure 5, where a new trial position can be



computed based, for example, on Newton-Raphson or bisection methods. Using the Newton-

Raphson method, which is known to persons skilled in the art, the residual is first defined as

n = - s (1 0 )

and Ci is defined as

The Jacobian can be computed as

so that the gradient of the error function in closed form is

[0063] The Newton step is then

Where the Hessian is approximated as

V2/(x) /(x) /(x) ( 1 5 )



Thus, the new proposed position p + 1 is proposed in the step propose new position 144 in Figure

5, and that proposal is used as the new position trial in the step transform to line coordinates 134

in Figure 5 . The iteration is continued until the error E becomes stable at the step stable 138 in

Figure 5, whereupon the location and orientation of the optical center 66 in the performance

arena 10 is considered to be the last proposed position P = (χ ,ζ,φ,θ,ψ) from the step propose

new position 144 as illustrated in Figure 5 . As explained above, the vertical (z) value can be

ignored because the optical center 66 is always in the plane 76 at height h (Figure 1), and the

yaw (φ) is in the equations, e.g., equation (8) above, as/ = (sin((/>), cos((j>)) and r = (cos((f>),

-cos((j>)). The pitch (Θ) and the roll (ψ) are determined after the iteration loop is completed as

Θ = atan

and

ψ = atan(m)

[0064] These computations are low compared to the power of even inexpensive, off-the-shelf

processors available commercially, such that update rates of greater than ten (10) updates per

second are achieved easily.

[0065] In summary, a given image 104 as sampled by the image sensor 64 corresponds to one

and only one particular position and orientation of the optical center 66. Therefore, every

distinct position and orientation of the optical center 66 corresponds to a unique and predictable

location of feature points 60 in a virtual image 92. It is essentially a guessing process to find the

position and orientation of the optical center 66 by guessing and then comparing a predicted

image with the actually measured image. Accordingly, the CPU 74 guesses a plurality of

positions for the optical center 66 until it can internally reconstruct the same picture as the image

sensor 64 sees.



[0066] In practice, the process does not perform computations to match images, but instead

converts the information of the images to one-dimensional arrays. This process is accomplished

by converting the image 104 captured by the image sensor 64 into a one-dimensional set of

feature points 60 identified by their 1-dimensional distance along the center line 52 of the coded

strip 16. The CPU 74 also identifies the identity of each feature point 60 so that the coordinates

(x,y) of each feature point 60 is known. Theses identifications enable the metric error E used for

the guessing process to compare measured 1-dimensional lists instead of having to compare the

measured image 104 against an internally generated virtual image, which would be much more

computationally expensive. Given a virtual trial position and orientation of the optical center 66,

it is straight forward to determine which optical features 60 would be visible and exactly where

they will land in the image, and therefore generate a 1-dimensional list of the virtual positions s

of the feature points 60 along a virtual center line. With the measured image 104 from the image

sensor 64 converted to a 1-dimensional list of distances s, and given that a virtual 1-dimensional

list of distances s' can be predicted from any trial position of the optical center 66, then the

process can loop by trying a plurality of positions and orientations until the internally generated

1-dimensional list of the feature point 60 positions s' matches the 1-dimensional distances s as

measured from the image sensor 64. Finally, the loop converges to the position that minimizes

the square of the difference between the 1-dimensional lists s' - s .

[0067] As illustrated in Figure 15, multiple positioning devices 12, for example, mounted on

multiple robots 14, that move independently of each other can operate simultaneously in the

same performance arena 10 as illustrated, for example, in Figure 15. Each of the positioning

devices 12 can establish precise locations of its optical center 66 in real-time as described above

and produce position signals for such locations for use by the robot 14 on which such positioning



device 12 is mounted. Depending on the angle of view 70 of the lens system 62, each camera of

each positioning device 12 can usually see a portion of the coded strip 16 in its field of view with

enough feature points 60 (Figure 4) to establish a location for its optical center 66, even with

other mobile robots 14 or random objects 96 occluding portions of the coded strip 16 from the

camera. In one example, addition of one or more additional positioning devices 12' are mounted

on a robot 14 and pointed in a different direction, e.g., 180 degrees, from the first positioning

device 12 can further reduce the probability of complete occlusion of the code strip 16 for such

particular robot 14. Also, an expansion of the field of view 70 can reduce the probability of

complete occlusion of the coded strip from the field of view 70. However, as mentioned above,

such expansion of the field of view 70 may reduce the number of signal 123 samples per interval

58 to an unacceptable value in cases where the positioning device 12 is far away from the coded

strip 16.

[0068] The positioning device 12 can also be used for additional image analysis, such as object

14, 96 avoidance, object 14, 96 location, etc. Inherent in the hardware needed to process images

104 from the image sensor 64 and establish a location, as described above, is the ability to

perform further image analysis. For example, the image 104 from the image sensor 64 can first

be processed for the location of the optical center 66 as described above, and then the image 104

can be further processed to determine the presence of other objects 14, 96 to determine the

presence of such other objects or obstructions.

[0069] Accordingly, resort may be made to all suitable combinations, subcombinations,

modifications, and equivalents that fall within the scope of the invention as defined by the

features. The words “comprise,” “comprises,” “comprising,” “include,” “including,” and

“includes” when used in this specification, including the features, are intended to specify the



presence of stated features, integers, components, or steps, but they do not preclude the presence

or addition of one or more other features, integers, components, steps, or groups thereof. Also,

directional terms, such as “upwardly,” “downwardly,” “on,” “off,” “over,” “under,” “above,”

“below,” etc., may and sometimes do relate to orientation of components and features as

illustrated in the drawing sheets, and are not used to require any particular physical orientation or

any limitation on orientation of the device or component in actual use unless otherwise indicated

in the description.



WE CLAIM:

1. A performance arena system for vehicles that perform in a performance space, the

performance arena system comprising:

a coded strip that has a beginning end and extends a predetermined length to a terminal

end and has a predetermined number of interval distances extending from the beginning end to

the terminal end, wherein the coded strip is mountable at a starting position adjacent to the

performance space and extendable for the predetermined number of interval distances adjacent to

the performance space.

2 . The performance arena system of claim 1, wherein the coded strip comprises a

code center line and is mountable adjacent to the performance space in a manner that defines a

reference plane above a performance surface, and wherein a sequence of code marks in the coded

strip includes a non-repeating sequence of blocks at regularly spaced intervals along the code

center line.

3 . The performance arena system of claim 2, wherein the non-repeating sequence of

blocks includes dark blocks interspersed with light blocks.

4 . The performance arena system of claim 3, wherein some of the dark and light

blocks are positioned above the code center line, and wherein some others of the dark and light

blocks are positioned below the code center line.

5 . The performance arena system of claim 4, wherein any interval that has a dark

block above the code center line has a light block below the code center line, and wherein any

interval that has a light block above the code center line has a dark block below the code center

line such that transitions of light blocks to dark blocks above the code center align with

transitions of dark blocks to light blocks below the code center line, and such that transitions of



dark blocks to light blocks above the code center line align with transitions of light blocks to

dark blocks below the code center line, wherein intersecting comers of dark blocks above the

code center line with comers of dark blocks below the code center line form feature points on the

code center line.

6 . The performance arena system of claim 5, including a positioning device

positioned in the performance space that includes a digital camera for acquiring an image

comprising one or more of the portions of the sequence of marks, the digital camera having a

lens system for focusing the image on an image sensor, the lens system having an optical center.

7 . The performance arena system of claim 6, wherein the positioning device is

mountable on a vehicle in a manner that positions the optical center in the reference plane.

8 . The performance arena system of claim 7, including a processor programmed to

compare the image acquired by the digital camera to the sequence of marks in a memory to

identify the one or more portions of the sequence of marks in the image and to generate signals

that are indicative of the position and the orientation of the positioning device in the performance

space.

8 . The performance arena system of claim 7, wherein the positioning device is

mountable on a vehicle in a manner that positions the optical center in the reference plane.

9 . The performance arena system of claim 8 wherein the processor is programmed to

identify the code center line by the feature points formed by the intersecting comers of dark

blocks above the code center line with corners of dark blocks below the code center line form

feature points on the code center line.

10. The performance arena system of claim 9, wherein the processor is programmed

to identify the locations of the feature points in the image as respective locations of such features



points on the coded strip and thereby the locations of such features on the perimeter of the arena

with respect to the starting position by identifying the corresponding locations of the respective

feature points in the sequence of marks and the specific locations around the arena in the

memory.

11. The performance arena system of claim 2, wherein the performance surface has a

polygon shape and the performance space is surrounded by walls that intersect at corners, and

wherein the starting position is one of the comers.

12. A performance arena system, comprising:

a coded strip which extends around at least a portion of a perimeter of an arena space

above a performance surface, said coded strip comprising a sequence of code marks beginning at

a starting position, wherein portions of the sequence of marks at any specific position adjacent to

the arena space in relation to the starting position are unique to such specific position;

a positioning device positioned in the arena that includes a digital camera for acquiring an

image comprising one or more of the portions of the sequence of marks; and

a processor programmed to generate signals that are indicative of the position and the

orientation of the positioning device in the arena based on the portion or portions of the sequence

of marks in the image.

13. The performance arena system of claim 12, wherein the sequence of code marks

includes a non-repeating sequence of blocks at intervals along the code center line.

14. The performance arena system of claim 13, wherein the non-repeating sequence

of blocks includes dark blocks interspersed with light blocks.



15. The performance arena system of claim 14, wherein some of the dark and light

blocks are positioned above the code center line, and wherein some others of the dark and light

blocks are positioned below the code center line.

16. The performance arena system of claim 15, wherein some intervals have a dark

block above the code center line and a light block below the code center line and other intervals

have a light block above the code center line and a dark block below the code center line such

that transitions of light blocks to dark blocks above the code center align with transitions of dark

blocks to light blocks below the code center line, and such that transitions of dark blocks to light

blocks above the code center line align with transitions of light blocks to dark blocks below the

code center line, wherein intersecting corners of dark blocks above the code center line with

corners of dark blocks below the code center line form feature points on the code center line.

17. The performance arena system of claim 16, wherein the digital camera includes a

lens system for focusing the image on an image sensor, the lens system having an optical center

aligned with the image sensor.

18. The performance arena system of claim 17, wherein the positioning device is

mountable on a vehicle in a manner that positions the optical center in the reference plane.

19. The performance arena system of claim 18, wherein the processor is programmed

to identify the code center line by the feature points formed by the intersecting comers of dark

blocks above the code center line with corners of dark blocks below the code center line form

feature points on the code center line.

20. The performance arena system of claim 19, wherein the processor is programmed

to identify the locations of the feature points in the image as respective locations of such features

points on the coded strip and thereby the locations of such feature points in relation to the



starting position by identifying corresponding locations of the respective feature points in the

sequence of marks and the specific locations adjacent to the arena space that are stored in a

memory.

21. The performance arena system of claim 12, wherein the performance surface has

a polygon shape and the arena space is surrounded by walls that intersect at corners, and wherein

the starting position is one of the corners.

22. The performance arena system of claim 12, wherein the performance space has a

perimeter, and wherein the coded strip extends from the starting position at least partially around

the perimeter of the performance space.

23 A method of assembling a performance arena, comprising placing a coded strip at

least partially around or in the performance arena, wherein the coded strip has a beginning end

and a terminal end with the a code length between the beginning end and the terminal end, and

the placing of the coded strip at least partially around or in the performance arena places the

beginning end at a starting position in relation to the performance arena that has a particular

location in relation to the performance arena, and wherein the coded strip comprises a plurality

of feature points in the code length between the beginning end and the terminal end with each

feature point being at a predetermined distance from the beginning end so that each of the feature

points in the code length is at the respective predetermined position in relation to the starting

position.

24. The method of claim 23, including assembling a plurality of walls around a

performance space to intersect each other at a plurality of corners, designating one of the comers

as the starting position, and mounting the coded strip on the walls with the beginning end of the

coded strip positioned at the comer that is designated as the starting position, whereby each of



the feature points in the coded strip is located at the respective predetermined distance from the

corner that is designated as the starting position.

25. The method of claim 24, including assembling a plurality of walls on a

performance surface and mounting the coded strip on the walls such that a center line of a code

on the coded strip is at a constant height.

26. The method of claim 23, including applying various segments of the coded strip

to a plurality of walls with a center line of the coded strip in each segment positioned at a

constant height on each wall.

27. The method of claim 26, including assembling the plurality of walls around or

adjacent to a performance surface in such a manner that the center line of the coded strip defines

a plane at the constant height above the performance surface.

28. Method for determining position and orientation of a device being positioned

within a surrounding structure, the device having a movement control system configured to move

the device within the surrounding structure, the method comprising:

placing a predetermined continuous pattern (code strip) on the surrounding structure,

wherein the predetermined continuous pattern is printed with a predetermined, non-repeating

sequence of black blocks and white blocks occurring at regularly spaced intervals, and wherein

some of the blocks are twice as long as others as measured lengthwise;

using a positioning system on the device which continuously captures images of the

continuous pattern;

determining a three-dimensional position and three degrees of orientation within the

surrounding structure based on the captured images; and



utilizing the movement control system to move the device within the surrounding

structure based on the determined three-dimensional position and three degrees of orientation.

29. The method of Claim 28, wherein the positioning system being capable of capturing

images in a field of view configured to determine two-dimensional position and three degrees of

orientation with respect to the continuous pattern

30. The method of Claim 29, wherein the positioning system comprises camera with lens

system having an effective optical center projecting onto image sensor which is in

communication with computational means, which is configured to determine the device’s

position and orientation independently of any communication outside of itself.

31. The method of Claim 30, wherein the surrounding structure is a polygonal shaped structure

with the origin of a coordinate system located at a center of the structure and defining a position

x-axis to the right of center, and a positive y-axis in front of center.

32. The method of Claim 30, wherein the code strip is aligned with corners of the

surrounding structure and does not include measurements of the exact location of discrete

markers, the continuous code strip automatically self-locates over different feature points without

any measurement eliminating calibration and measurement data for the surrounding structure.
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